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is the Mother of Invention
The garage where we store
our boat is at a right angle
to the narrow driveway
leading from the street.
When we get home from a

Happy Boating!

boating event it is usually

Fig 4-Simple
wooden tool
which slips
over the nose
wheel to
allow you to
steer it.

Fig 2-Harbor Freight 120 Volt AC winch

Fig 3-nylon tow strap which connects
the winch cable to the rear of the trailer
without scratching the aluminum

Fig 5-Handheld winch controller allows
you to control the winch while steering the
trailer.
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By Bill Hancock

This illustrates ones of the reasons I
married her 34 years ago! I wanted
to reinvent the wheel while she was
able to break down the problem into a
simple solution.
The next morning, I was off to
Harbor Freight, where for $125, I
bought a 120 Volt AC 1500 lb. winch.
Next, I bought some concrete anchors,
used my hammer drill and drilled
holes in the floor, bolted down the
winch, plugged it in and off we went.
The only modification I made was to
splice in 40 ft. of 4- conductor control
cable which extended the controller to
the front of the boat so I could control
the winch while I steered the trailer.
The job now became a one-person job.
No sore backs, no slipped discs.
The winch has been installed for
five years now, and it still works just
fine. Simple is Good!

at night, we are tired, but

RELAX
WITH
CONFIDENCE
YOU’VE EARNED IT.

can’t just leave the boat in
the driveway, so we have to
wrestle it into the garage.
The garage space where the boat
stays is very narrow, so, in order to get
the boat into the garage, it required
backing in the driveway and then jackknifing the trailer at a 90-degree angle,
so it was perfectly lined up with the
garage door. We would then unhook
the trailer and proceed to push the
boat slightly uphill and back into the
garage while steering the trailer. To
make things worse, our trailer has dual
axles which makes it even harder to
steer.
It was always a struggle, and some
nights it rapidly ceased to be fun. I had
seen some neat battery powered push
carts that airplane owners use to park
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Fig 1- The garage door is narrow and 90 degrees to the driveway. You back the boat
into position outside of the garage, then unhook the trailer from the tow vehicle. The
winch control and steering tool are resting on the spare tire.

their small planes and thought one
would be the best solution. I decided
that I would design one and build
it when I got time. Meanwhile, one
night, time ran out on my plan.
My wife was an automotive
designer and I was an automotive
engineer in our former lives. In the
grand scheme, designers come up with
the concept and engineers figure out a

way to make it work. In this case her
BFO (Blinding Flash of the Obvious)
came after one particularly punishing
night of pushing, adjusting and
pushing, she turned to me and said
“Why don’t you just mount a winch to
the floor in the back of the garage stall
and then you can just hook a cable
to the trailer and let the winch pull it
in while you simply steer the trailer”.
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